electricity board. We also would like to make our respon-

The process of the disposal of chemicals used for the

sible contribution as citizens of this Earth, towards making

restoration is done in a thoroughly non-toxic manner,

it a Green Globe. Merely stocking carbon credits is not what

following all the rules of the Ministry willingly.

we desire. The purpose of making our world a greener and a

Our vacuum chamber is situated away from the main

better place to live is what we want. We wish to incorporate

laboratory, where there is restricted human activity, in a

the strength of the simple words below-

well-ventilated place. Everything is kept under lock and key

It all begins with two hands and a willing attitude.

surveillance, and is always kept thoroughly sterilized with

It is our wish to make our museum, a shining pioneer

regular ‘hourly clean up services’.

example to not only attain power through Nature but also
believe in its positive fruits, that our future generations will
yield.

We believe in a blend of Eastern ancient natural
methods meeting Western technology, when it comes to the
preservation of our artifacts. To preserve the sanctity as well

Flora Belt
It is believed, that wherever God’s eyes blinked, a floral jungle
emerged. The best part about Life is, it gives an opportunity
to grow. Even barren lands can be converted into heavenly
lands with the Power of the Green life!
It is not only for their color but also for their characteristic
of being life givers, that we have made huge efforts into
landscaping and gardening. We have planted over 750 trees
and shrubs of exotic as well as local kinds. The entire area
of the museum is resplendent with bamboos, Neolamarckia
cadamba Bosser (Kadamb), Kodiya, Saptpadi, Rajnigandha,
Raat rani, Tikoma, Marvel and Shoe flower patches, Croton
patches and the Frangipani. We also are planting some fruit
trees to attract a variety of birds to become a part of our
Lord’s abode.
When one enters the museum, it feels like entering the
ambrosia of paradisiacal serenity.
It is the sight of nature resting in peace that one gets, on
seeing this aura and charm of life!
Preservation of artifacts and Aromatherapy
We are involved in the procedure of preservation and
restoration of the beauty and elegance of the yesteryears.

as the calm, relaxing feel of the museum, we will be using
natural aromas such as linseed, ginkgo, neem, and lavender.
The inclusion of peacock feathers, thymol, tobacco leaves,
cinnamon, cloves, black pepper, sweet flak seeds, cumin
seeds, orchid flowers will also be done in a manner that
they blend in the display of the artifacts. Being high insect
repellers, yet pleasing to the eye, these natural elements will
act as a symbol of nature’s presence amidst the heart of the
Green building.
Our projects in Pipeline
It is our constant wish to - Only Give To Mankind.
We plan to introduceA certified Museology Course (in affiliation to an esteemed
university)
We have been fortunate enough to walk through the
understanding of the intricacies of preservation, restoration
as well as the aesthetics of artifacts and other aspects
of museums. It is our wish to share it with like-minded
individuals and spread the knowledge, through this
program.

We make it our top priority to retain the ‘Glory’ as well as re
create the vibrations of peace, which revolve in God’s heart

A Children’s Discovery Center

for his children.

We plan to initiate new activities, academic as well as
creative, to inculcate the values of curiosity and a hunger for

Our highly knowledgeable staff with detailed precision

knowledge in children from their young formative years.

into the field of restoration, believes in the rule of ‘Safety
First.’ They make sure the entire method of restoring the

An exhibit hall

artifacts is done with minute meticulousness.

We would also like to build an exhibit hall, for various artists
and other accomplished creators to display their work and

Shree Swaminarayan Museum
B/H Torent Power, Naranpur, Ahmedabad 390 063
Tel +91 79 2749 9597 Fax +91 79 2741 9597
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give encouragement to the field of Art and Innovation.

Nature itself! We invite you to a land of a tranquilizing
calmness, which will soothe your senses.
We welcome you, to your Green Spiritual abode!
The Museum and some its special characteristics
The feel of the museum is awe-inspiring.
The grand structure, with great shafts of light pouring
in the majestic entrance of the Brahmasthal (the residence of

Introduction of Museum
The Swaminarayan Museum (Kalupur Temple- Ahmedabad)
has been a treasured dream project that the sixth heir of
Lord Swaminarayan, reverend Tejendraprasadji Maharaj
has visualized since over two decades now. There were two
established thrones, by the Lord himself, one in Ahmedabad
and the other at Vadtal. This museum by the descendant of
Ahmedabad is a noble dream that is finally taking shape.
It was his wish to showcase to the people, the Prasadi of
the Lord himself that has been handed down to him, as
inheritance.
We do not live in an ideal world, but ideals are still alive,
when one comes across the magnanimous thought process
of Tejendra Prasadji Maharaj. He believes in opening the
doors of the centuries gone by, through the establishment of
this museum and presenting the divine contributions of the
Lord to all on Earth.
Green is Power.
We believe in its strength
We at the Swaminarayan Museum ‘Believe’ and will ‘always
believe’ in the abundance of nature.
Our museum is not merely a ‘building’ to preserve
artifacts. It breathes the ‘Life’ and Spirit of our Lord, who
dwells in this densely rich Flora Belt and in our hearts. It
also breathes the spirit of ‘Nature.’
The Swaminarayan Temple Kalupur Museum is India’s
first eco friendly museum. Having received Mother Nature’s
gifts in ample amounts, this is a humble attempt to preserve

God) makes it a sight of Enthrallment!
The feeling is resonant with the vibration of God’s
presence, which makes it touch the chord of the Divine.
Cutting edge technology is being used in the construction
of this ‘Green building’. Each minute aspect has been given
priority to, in saving energy and using nature’s gifts to their
maximum potential.
The use of wood is bare minimum. The walls are double
skinned with thermal insulation, which help in maintaining
a difference of almost twelve degrees from the outside
temperature. They are designed in a manner, which will
keep the interiors of the museum cool in summers and
warm in winters.
According to our study, there is a 30 % reduction in
energy loss while using air conditioners and other facilities
in our museum, because of the measures we have taken, by
using power saving techniques and eco friendly mediums.
Glass panels are used at various places in and around
the entire set up. All of the glass used, is double-glazed.
The majority of flooring in the building is done with
a smooth finish natural marble and granite helping in
maintain a natural feel to the museum.
The construction of the Heart of the Museum- the Dome
shaped space, has an extremely light and airy feel to it
because of the manner it’s built. It holds powerful vibrations
to lose oneself into God. The room will hold the presence of
the Lord with five of the most treasured artifacts. The Lord’s
tooth, hair, idol, a letter written by himself and his ashes
will occupy the expansive space.

Canvasses used for exhibits and wood to be used in the

LEDs

construction and artifacts, will also be used from recycled

Using the new LED technology, we estimate on saving

material.

almost 35-kilo watt of energy in the entire premise of the

Our auditorium’s panels are made from recycled wooden

museum.

and woolen non-dyed jute.
The best part about the museum is that it gently blends

Under ordinary circumstances, our requirement would

into the lap of nature becoming one with it, surrounded by a

be about 50-kilo watt. But owing to the use of LED lights,

lush green and colorful flora belt.

which help save power and are efficient energy savers, a
total of only 15-kilo watt will be needed. The electricity will

Percolating Wells
Generally speaking, the meaning of ‘percolate’ means to
gradually ‘seep in.’
Our museum’s tranquility will definitely help you seep

be generated from our solar panels and windmill plants.
We propose to use LEDs in the entire area of the museum,
be it the display passage
or ambience lights.

into ‘Bliss’
But besides the spiritual percolation, our ‘Green

Solar Panels

Construction Project’ has twelve percolating wells built

The ‘Land of Sunshine’

in the property of the museum. It is our constant effort to

is what we call our city.

preserve and conserve each precious raindrop that falls

If it’s the sun you are

on our land. We have structured the placement of the

looking for, you’ll find

twelve percolating wells in a manner, which covers the

its address marked as

entire sprawling property in a well-planned effective way.

Ahmedabad City.

Moreover the entire construction of the wells is done with
recyclable materials.
We are happy to acknowledge that owing to the

Being blessed with an
abundant source of one of the most powerful elements of
Nature, it would be a shame to neglect its contribution.

conservation of water, over the last four years, there is a

We have used roof mounted hybrid solar panel systems.

marked increase in the level of water and it has risen 20 feet

These will help us generate enough energy for daytime as

above the ground level.

well as nighttime, which will be stored in batteries.

Our ‘Save Energy mode’ is shining brightly, with the
color ‘Green’!

In India we respect the ‘Sun’ as a God.
The rays of God’s blessings are helping run this eco
friendly abode in an enormous amount. Man has often

Fly ash Blocks

found more solace in uniting forces with nature rather than

A whooping 120 million tones of Fly Ash is produced in

challenging it. We wish to find solace.

India yearly, according to the 2010 statistical report. Out of
this staggering amount, only 3 % to 4 % is used for beneficial

Windmill power

purposes such as construction or agriculture. The rest of it

Among the elements of Nature, we have been blessed with

results into landfills. Being a country hugely dependent on

a buoyant spirit of Freedom, called Air. It teaches us, if we

thermal power (almost 80 %) we wish to encourage the use

wish to learn, to remain light internally and breathe freely.

of hollow Fly ash blocks and thus have incorporated them in
the ‘Green construction’ of our Eco friendly Museum.

We have also tried to incorporate the use of this ‘Power’ for our Green Museum.

Not only are these blocks non- toxic and sturdy but

Being favored by the Wind

are also extremely dense in their composition and are

Gods, we are also fortunate

lightweight. They help prevent vermin infestation, and in

to have an extensive coastline

reducing the greenhouse gas “footprint” of concrete, on

in India. We plan to use this

Earth.

energy generated from our

Fly Ash is also a proof of longevity, for Pantheon, which

coastline windmill plants,

still stands after an aeon of two millennia, was also made

and pay the units of electric-

from a similar kind of material.

ity consumed, at our city’s

